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To: Ramon Medriano Jr. <Ramon.Medriano@site.edu.au> 
 

 

 

Dear Editor of The Asian EFL Journal 

I have already revised my article based on the reviewers' suggestions. 

Here I attach the revised version 

Kind Regards 

Shanty Halim 
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From: Ramon Medriano Jr. <Ramon.Medriano@site.edu.au> 
To: shantynurul@yahoo.com <shantynurul@yahoo.com> 

 

Dear Shanty Halim 

We have received your revised paper, will get back to you shortly. 

Thank you. 

  

Kind regards, 

Editor: Ramon Medriano Jr. <Ramon.Medriano@site.edu.au>  
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Email 4 
From: Ramon Medriano Jr. <Ramon.Medriano@site.edu.au> 

shantynurul@yahoo.com> 

Kepada:Shanty Halim 

 

 

Dear Shanty Halim, 

 Your revised manuscript entitled:   Analysis of Indonesian-English Code Switching Performed by 

the English Lecturers in PNUP (Politeknik Negeri Ujung Pandang) has been approved for 

publication in the Asian EFL Journal in our Volume 21 Issue 2.3 2019. Please send your final 

paper(attached)  in a normal word file(not tack changes) for publication to 

the manager at info@asianefl.org  

Thank you for your patience and cooperation during the review process. 

Sincerely, 

Notes: 
1- Please include your paper (A)the last name that you would like to be published in the header 

of your paper.(B) Your full affiliations of the author that you would like be displayed blow your 

names at the first page of the paper. (Department, faculty, College, University, City and country) 

(C) Add only four lines bio (in a paragraph form) at the end of the paper with ID ORCid before 

the reference section. for registration  use this link: https://orcid.org/registerIt should be similar 

to this one  https://orcid.org/0000-0001-5708-2471 For  more information please read   

 (All information should be included for indexing purposes). Fee will apply for any changes 

after publication. 
(2) Send the publication process fee. 

(3) To complete the metadata of your paper for indexing purposes, please send list the number of 

the references of your paper in the square brackets, like [1], [2], [3] ...  see the example 

below.  Please send the extra complete list in a separate paper for indexing purposes. (Please 

don’t remove or change the current references list from your paper). 

  

Example: (Please include the following details of your paper, so the people who are indexing 

your paper know this references list belongs to your paper) 
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